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[1] We examine the upstream meridional deflection flows of interplanetary coronal mass
ejections (ICMEs) in an effort to investigate their cross-sectional shape and the magnetic
field orientation in their sheath regions. Eight out of 11 magnetic clouds (MCs) near solar
minimum identified for the curvature study are concave outward as indicated by the
elevation angle of the MC normal with respect to the solar equatorial plane; an inverse
correlation is observed between the meridional deflection flow and the spacecraft latitude
for these concave-outward MCs, which suggests that the upstream plasma is deflected
toward the equatorial plane. MHD simulations, however, show that the meridional
deflection flow moves poleward for a concave-outward CME. The poleward flow
deflection is observed only ahead of convex-outward MCs. Possibilities leading to this
discrepancy are discussed. The deflection flow speed in sheath regions of ICMEs increases
with the ICME speed relative to the ambient solar wind, which together with the coupling
between the meridional magnetic field and deflection flow yields a positive linear
correlation between the sheath meridional field and the ICME relative speed. This
empirical relationship could predict the sheath meridional field based on the observed
CME speed, which may be useful for space weather forecasting as ICME sheaths are often
geoeffective. Implications of the deflection flows and ICME curvature are also discussed
in terms of magnetic reconnection and particle acceleration in ICME sheaths.
Citation: Liu, Y., W. B. Manchester IV, J. D. Richardson, J. G. Luhmann, R. P. Lin, and S. D. Bale (2008), Deflection flows ahead of
ICMEs as an indicator of curvature and geoeffectiveness, J. Geophys. Res., 113, A00B03, doi:10.1029/2007JA012996.
1. Introduction
[2] While coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and their inter-
planetary manifestations (ICMEs) have been studied by
remote sensing and in situ measurements for more than
30 years, their global morphology and propagation in
interplanetary space are still not well understood. Our
current understanding about the global structure is a mag-
netic flux rope which remains connected to the Sun as
ICMEs move in the ambient solar wind [e.g., Burlaga et al.,
1981]. Real ICMEs could have a more complicated topol-
ogy due to their interaction with the ambient medium. The
STEREO spacecraft are expected to shed light on the three-
dimensional (3-D) morphology, providing both white light
imaging and in situ measurements at two points widely
separated in longitude [Kaiser, 2005]. The white light, or
the photospheric radiation Thomson-scattered by electrons,
essentially reflects a density structure, so the heliospheric
image of ICMEs at large distances could be a density-
enhanced region upstream of ICMEs owing to their com-
pression; in situ observations at additional points still cannot
give a full picture of ICMEs. Models are therefore needed
even in the STEREO era.
[3] Various flux rope fitting models, either force-free
[e.g., Lepping et al., 1990; Vandas and Romashets, 2003]
or non-force-free [e.g.,Mulligan and Russell, 2001; Hidalgo
et al., 2002; Cid et al., 2002; Hu and Sonnerup, 2002], have
been developed to invert the global structure of ICMEs, or
their subset, magnetic clouds (MC). MCs are characterized
by a smooth and strong magnetic field, a large rotation in
the field direction, and a low proton temperature [Burlaga et
al., 1981]. Tests of these flux rope fitting techniques using
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations show that they
are useful in determining the local axis orientation of MCs,
but the true dimension and thus the magnetic flux content of
MCs may be significantly underestimated [Riley et al.,
2004]. Direct evidence obtained from multiple spacecraft
observations also shows that the transverse size of the MC
cross section is much larger than the radial width [Liu et al.,
2006c], so MCs or common ICMEs are highly flattened.
Understanding of the realistic picture of ICMEs, consistent
with STEREO in situ measurements and wide angle coro-
nagraph images, requires more sophisticated models.
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[4] Global MHD modeling of ICME propagation in a
uniform [e.g., Odstrcil et al., 2002; Riley et al., 2003] or
structured [e.g., Groth et al., 2000; Odstrcil et al., 2004;
Manchester et al., 2004] solar wind provides a powerful
tool for interpreting the observations, and is considered to
be superior to flux rope fitting techniques [e.g., Riley et al.,
2004]. Certain restrictions also apply to these MHD simu-
lations. First, the ICME plasma is collision dominated and
magnetic dissipation is likely to occur [Liu et al., 2006a], so
the ideal MHD simulations are unable to describe the
thermodynamic state of the ICME plasma. Second, in situ
measurements along a one-dimensional (1-D) cut through
the 3-D structure of an ICME can hardly give strong
constraints on the MHD simulations. Important questions
remain unanswered regarding how well the MHD simula-
tions can reproduce the ambient solar wind state and the
interaction between ICMEs and the ambient medium.
[5] Liu et al. [2006c, hereinafter referred to as paper 1]
present a new technique to investigate the curvature of the
MC cross section resulting from the distortion by the
ambient solar wind. Figure 1 shows an idealized sketch of
a flux rope cross section spanning an angle of 60 in the
solar meridional plane. If a CME at solar minimum emerges
from a helmet streamer by stressing the closed magnetic
fields [e.g., Low, 1997], a current sheet would form behind
the CME when it propagates through the current sheet
originally at the tip of the streamer, as indicated by the
dashed line in Figure 1. Near solar minimum, slow solar
wind would be confined to low latitudes associated with the
streamer belt while fast solar wind comes from coronal
holes at high latitudes [e.g., McComas et al., 1998a]. The
structured solar wind, as well as the increased plasma
density around the preexisting current sheet which acts like
an obstacle, would result in a concave-outward shape of the
flux rope cross section. A simple relationship between the
latitude q of an observing spacecraft and the elevation angle
d of the flux rope normal can be obtained from the
geometry,





where R is the heliocentric distance of the spacecraft and Rc
is the radius of curvature of the flux rope cross section. The
radius of curvature is defined to be positive when the cross
section is convex outward and negative when concave
outward. An inverse correlation between d and q is
indicated by Figure 1 for a concave-outward curvature,
i.e., d < 0 when q > 0 and d > 0 when q < 0. We look at the
normal elevation angle distributed over latitude for MCs
near solar minimum in paper 1; a least squares fit of
equation (1) to the data then gives an average radius of
curvature of about 0.3 AU at 1 AU. Note that using this
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a magnetic cloud (MC) at 1 AU in the solar meridional plane with axis
perpendicular to the radial and transverse directions, illustrating the curvature and consequent deflection
flow (corresponding to solar minimum). The angles, labeled as q and d, represent the latitude of a virtual
spacecraft and the elevation angle of the flux rope normal with respect to the equatorial plane. Dotted
lines indicate the ambient magnetic field and dashed lines denote the current sheet. The distance of the
spacecraft and the radius of curvature are marked as R and Rc, respectively. The incoming and deflected
flows relative to the MC are denoted by vre and vde. Reproduced from paper 1.
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relationship to obtain the curvature explicitly assumes a
small deviation of the heliospheric current sheet from the
equatorial plane (see discussion in section 4.1).
[6] The relative velocity (vre) between an MC and the
ambient solar wind (incoming flows with respect to the MC)
is presumably along the radial direction and thus should be
above the direction of the normal, if the MC is concave
outward. By intuition, the plasma upstream of the MC
would be deflected toward the equatorial plane (vde) as
shown in Figure 1; subsequent plasma accumulation ahead
of the MC may force the flow to change direction and move
poleward if the plasma is not removed efficiently from there
(say, by lateral deflection in the equatorial plane). If the
meridional flow indeed moves toward the equatorial plane,
there would be an inverse correlation between the spacecraft
latitude and the deflection flow direction as indicated in
Figure 1. If the MC cross section is convex outward, then
the upstream plasma would be deflected to high latitude and
divert around the MC; in this case the spacecraft latitude is
positively correlated with both the deflection flow direction
and the elevation angle of the MC normal. We will test these
points by looking at the deflection flow in the context of the
MC curvature inferred from the normal elevation angle.
Note that the flow deflection can only occur in the absence
of substantial magnetic reconnection between the ambient
and ICME fields, in which case the ambient flow cannot
penetrate into ICMEs. Also note that a preceding shock may
form if the ICME speed relative to the background solar
wind is larger than the fast mode speed. Since the normal
component of the solar wind flow in the shock frame is
preferentially decreased across a fast mode shock compared
with the tangential component, the ambient flow would
change direction across the shock; the flow deflection by the
shock may give rise to a flow reversal in the ICME sheath (a
shocked region between the shock and ICME; see Figure 2)
as predicted by Manchester et al. [2005]. The flow deflec-
tion by ICMEs should be separated from the shock deflec-
tion in studying the ICME curvature.
[7] Flow deflection can also occur in the equatorial plane.
Gosling et al. [1987] find that the ambient plasma is
preferentially deflected westward by ICMEs with a magni-
tude of 25 km s1 as a consequence of solar rotation. We
Figure 2. Solar wind plasma and magnetic field parameters measured by Wind across a typical MC
(shaded region) near solar minimum. From top to bottom, the panels show the proton density, bulk speed,
proton temperature, magnetic field strength and components, and the meridional velocity. The dashed line
indicates the arrival time of the MC-driven shock. Dotted lines denote the expected proton temperature
(third panel) and the zero levels of the field components (fifth panel) and the meridional flow (bottom
panel). The latitude of Wind is given in the top panel.
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look at the meridional deflection flow which is perpendic-
ular to the ecliptic plane. The meridional flow can lead to a
magnetic field component along the north-south direction,
since the magnetic field is frozen-in with the plasma. The
creation of the meridional field component is in nature
equivalent to the magnetic field draping (see Figure 1)
around ICMEs suggested by Gosling and McComas
[1987] and McComas et al. [1988]. Note that the ambient
field orientation shown in Figure 1 is highly idealized; in
reality, it should depend on the deflection flow pattern. At
the dayside magnetopause of the Earth, a southward mag-
netic field can result in a significant dawn-dusk electric field
(-vr  Bs, where vr is the radial velocity and Bs is the
southward field), which controls the magnetic reconnection
rate and hence generation of geomagnetic storms [Dungey,
1961]. Russell et al. [1974] show that the electric field must
exceed 2 mV m1 in order to produce a geomagnetic storm;
since ICME sheaths are often associated with a large speed,
this condition can be easily met. Observations have shown
that the sheath region can be as geoeffective as ICME
themselves [e.g., Tsurutani et al., 1988].
[8] The strength of the meridional field is likely propor-
tional to the magnitude of the meridional deflection flow;
correlation between the deflection flow and ICME speeds is
also expected. Therefore, the strength of the meridional field
may be predictable based on observed CME speeds, which
is of importance for space weather forecasting. Previous
work has shown a correlation between CME/ICME speeds
and the total field magnitude in ICME sheaths [Lindsay et
al., 1999; Owens et al., 2005], which can be attributed to
compression of the ambient field controlled by ICME
speeds. This paper will further show how much of the
sheath field is oriented in the meridional direction, in
addition to the study of MC curvature. Sections 2 and 3
demonstrate how the meridional deflection flow indicates
ICME curvature and sheath geoeffectiveness, respectively.
We summarize and discuss the results in section 4.
2. Deflection Indicating Curvature
[9] Our curvature study focuses on MCs near solar
minimum when the solar wind speed has a latitudinal
dependence. We require MCs with axes close to the solar
equatorial plane and not aligned with the radial direction, in
order to see the most prominent effect of the cross-sectional
curvature. In paper 1, we identified 14 MCs from solar wind
plasma and magnetic field measurements by Wind between
1995 and 1997; all of these events have axes within 30 of
the equatorial plane and more than 30 away from the radial
direction. Events with leading edge speed smaller than or
comparable to the ambient speed are discarded in this study,
which leaves 11 MCs. A minimum variance analysis (MVA)
of the measured magnetic fields within the MCs was used in
the previous work to estimate the axis orientation and the
MC normal. The covariance matrix of the magnetic field has
eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum, intermediate
and minimum variance directions [e.g., Sonnerup and
Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998]. The normal
of a flattened MC is along the minimum variance direction;
the intermediate variance direction is considered as the axis
orientation due to nonuniform distribution of the axial fields
over the flux rope cross section [e.g., Burlaga and Behannon,
1982; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998]; the maximum variance
direction would be along the azimuthal direction of a flux
rope since the azimuthal field changes sign across the flux
rope. The eigenvalues in the variance analysis are clearly
separated for all of these events, so the variance directions
are well determined. We also evaluate the axis orientation
using the Grad-Shafranov (GS) technique [Hau and
Sonnerup, 1999; Hu and Sonnerup, 2002] to make a
comparison with the variance analysis. The GS technique
yields the axis orientation in assessing the single-valued
behavior of the thermal pressure and the axial field over a
two-dimensional (2-D) vector potential, an advantage given
by MHD quasi-equilibrium and the translational symmetry
along the flux rope.
[10] Figure 2 shows a typicalMC (the first event in Table 1)
which is associated with a meridional deflection flow. Its
boundaries can be readily determined from the strong
magnetic field and smooth rotation of the field. The large
rotation of the Bz component, combined with a small Bx,
suggests a crossing of the spacecraft close to the MC axis. A
depressed proton temperature is also apparent, compared
with the expected temperature calculated from the observed







DOY qa () db () vzc (km s1) Qd () Fd ()
8 Feb 1995 38.78 39.15 39.88 6.46 18.18 23.74 ± 13.06 7.30 (3.75) 284.85 (263.72)
22 Aug 1995 234.54 234.89 235.80 6.93 24.43 20.89 ± 6.17 14.58 (7.01) 279.49 (268.07)
18 Oct 1995 291.45 291.80 293.03 5.56 6.32 18.31 ± 14.04 3.92 (16.93) 284.08 (287.19)
1 Jul 1996 – 183.73 184.40 3.01 20.65 20.73 ± 10.45 7.26 (4.82) 100.58 (102.95)
10 Jan 1997 10.03 10.21 11.09 4.13 2.47 31.24 ± 12.88 22.50 (28.48) 243.89 (240.19)
10 Feb 1997 40.53 41.12 41.75 6.60 52.09 40.51 ± 11.67 22.72 (14.40) 315.13 (316.00)
15 May 1997 135.05 135.36 136.02 2.56 15.45 30.80 ± 20.67 21.60 (14.91) 110.07 (111.57)
16 May 1997 – 136.28 136.56 2.46 11.15 8.89 ± 3.77 21.79 (4.29) 290.15 (268.72)
3 Aug 1997 – 215.58 216.05 5.98 4.54 7.48 ± 6.10 2.37 (9.54) 33.88 (86.59)
1 Oct 1997 – 274.48 275.93 6.67 45.04 35.34 ± 26.06 27.07 (11.49) 318.56 (315.00)
10 Oct 1997 283.66 283.92 285.02 6.10 14.70 31.67 ± 19.42 7.72 (18.05) 262.52 (255.49)
aHeliographic latitude of Wind.
bElevation angle of the magnetic cloud (MC) normal with respect to the solar equatorial plane, estimated from minimum variance analysis (MVA).
cMeridional flow velocity ahead of the MCs in GSE coordinates (deflection by MCs instead of shocks).
dAxis elevation angle with respect to the solar equatorial plane and azimuthal angle in GSE coordinates, estimated from MVA (outside parentheses) and
the GS method (inside parentheses).
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speed using the method of Lopez [1987]. Within the sheath
region, bounded by the preceding shock and the MC leading
edge, the meridional velocity first drops to 40 km s1,
presumably due to the directional change at the shock; flow
deflection by shocks is often very brief, as illustrated in
Figure 2. The meridional flow then reverses its direction and
is as high as 40 km s1 close to the MC. At the MC leading
edge the meridional flow decreases abruptly and then
fluctuates around the zero level inside the MC. The Wind
spacecraft crossed the MC at a latitude of about 6.5
(below the solar equatorial plane), where it observed a
positive (northward) deflection flow right ahead of the
MC, so the plasma upstream of the MC is deflected toward
the equatorial plane (i.e., into the path of the MC propaga-
tion) instead of diverting around the MC. The MC normal
has a positive elevation angle (d ’ 18; see Table 1), which
implies that the MC cross section is concave outward. The
concave-outward curvature and the equatorward deflection
flow seem consistent with the picture depicted by Figure 1.
Note that a considerable negative (southward) Bz occurs in
the sheath and is coincident with the positive deflection
flow. The southward field is probably induced by the
deflection flow (if the plasma and magnetic field are
frozen-in together) and will make the sheath geoeffective.
[11] Table 1 lists the 11 MCs and their parameters for the
curvature study. The shock arrival time and the start and end
of the MCs are given in a fractional day of year (DOY). The
elevation angle of the MC normal (d) is estimated from the
MVA of the normalized magnetic fields within the MCs in
GSE coordinates (in which x points from the Earth to the
Sun, z is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and points to the
north, and y completes the righthanded triad), and is then
rotated into a heliographic frame. The meridional flow (vz)
is estimated using an interactive program that selects an
interval (by eyes) covering the maximum meridional speed.
These intervals are often of a few hours ahead of the MCs;
for comparison, ICME sheath regions are of 14 h on average
when shocks are present [Liu et al., 2006b]. Note that flow
deflection by shocks is avoided by the interval selection.
Averages and standard deviations of the meridional speed
are then taken for the selected intervals. The MVA also
yields the elevation angle (Q) and azimuthal angle (F) of
the MC axis orientation, which can be compared to the
estimates from the GS technique. The axis elevation angle is
given with respect to the solar equatorial plane while the
azimuthal angle in GSE coordinates; all the MCs listed here
have axes close to the equatorial plane and more than 30
away from the Sunspacecraft direction, suitable for the
curvature study. It is clear that these MCs near solar
minimum generally have an inverse relationship between
q and d, as originally reported in paper 1 (11 out of 14 if no
events discarded). An inverse correlation is also apparent
between q and vz for most of these events (9 out of 11, but
see discussion below). These relationships reflect the cur-
vature of the MC cross section resulting from the distortion
by the ambient solar wind.
[12] Figure 3 displays the meridional velocity ahead of
these MCs (i.e., MC deflection since shock deflection is
excluded), with error bars indicating the standard deviation
for the selected interval. The events of 18 October 1995,
15 May 1997, and 10 October 1997 were considered as
exceptions in paper 1, which have a normal elevation angle
positively correlated with the spacecraft latitude (i.e., d and
q have the same sign; see Table 1); a positive correlation
between d and q indicates a convex-outward curvature (i.e.,
Rc > 0), as shown by equation (1). As discussed in section 1,
the upstream plasma will be deflected toward high latitude
if the MC cross section is convex outward; the deflection
flow ahead of the events of 18 October 1995 and 10
October 1997 is positive at q > 0 and confirms the
convex-outward curvature inferred from the normal eleva-
tion angle. The poleward deflection ahead of the convex-
outward MCs is in agreement with the finding of Owens
and Cargill [2004]. The 15 May 1997 MC has a deflection
flow which does not agree with the curvature indicated by
the relationship between q and d (see Table 1). This MC is
associated with an increasing speed profile across the event
(not decreasing as usually seen in ICMEs), suggestive of a
high-speed stream compressing the MC from behind; this
stream interaction may explain the behavior of the deflec-
tion flow and the normal elevation angle. For the remaining
eight events, we see an inverse correlation between vz and q
as well as an inverse relationship between d and q (see
Table 1); the inverse relationship between d and q implies a
concave-outward structure while the inverse correlation
between vz and q indicates equatorward flow deflection,
similar to the scenario illustrated by Figure 1. The majority
of the MCs (10 out of 11) have meridional deflection flows
which appear intuitively consistent with the curvature
inferred from the normal elevation angle at a certain
latitude. Comparison with MHD simulations, however, is
Figure 3. Meridional velocity ahead of the MCs in Table 1
as a function of Wind’s heliographic latitude. The events
dated as 18 October 1995 and 10 October 1997 are
associated with positive normal elevation angles at q > 0 (as
well as positive deflection flows), suggestive of a convex-
outward curvature. The MC of 15 May 1997 does not have
a coherent deflection flow and normal elevation angle.
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needed in evaluating the flow deflection by the concave-
outward MCs.
3. Deflection Indicating Geoeffectiveness
[13] The magnetic field is frozen into the interplanetary
plasma due to the high electrical conductivity, so the
meridional deflection flow will produce a meridional field
component. The strength of the meridional field is expected
to be proportional to the magnitude of the meridional flow.
In this section, we look at the meridional field associated
with the deflection flow in the sheath of fast ICMEs and
compare it to the solar wind level.
3.1. Overview of the Solar Wind Meridional Flow
[14] Figure 4 shows a comprehensive view of the solar
wind meridional flow and magnetic field. The 64 s averages
of ACE SWEPAM [McComas et al., 1998b] and MAG
[Smith et al., 1998] data between 1998 and 2005, containing
about 3.3  106 spectra, are binned into cells over the 2D
plane of BN and vN (in RTN coordinates where R points
from the Sun to the spacecraft, T is parallel to the solar
equatorial plane and points to the planet motion direction,
and N completes the right-handed system). Bins with dense
data points are further subdivided, so the data distribution
can be seen from the size of the cells as well as the black
contours. Note that the expected temperature, Tex, is essen-
tially the typical temperature for normal solar wind given
the observed speed. Figure 4 reveals interesting results
about the production of the meridional field component.
First, BN seems to increase with vN, as can be seen from the
shape of the outermost contour (the 0.1 level); the four
corners of the outmost contour protrude compared with the
waists. Second, the hot plasma with Tp/Tex > 1 is preferen-
tially associated with a large vN and BN (i.e., at the corners
of the plot); the high temperature is probably driven by
stream interactions. Stream interaction regions (including
ICME sheaths) should be hence geoeffective due to the
large BN’s, as is well known. Third, the ICME plasma,
characterized by Tp/Tex  0.5 [e.g., Richardson and Cane,
1995] (but note the average effect in Figure 4), shows a low
vN but high BN, so the large BN is intrinsic to the ICME
plasma (i.e., not produced by the meridional flow). The
ICME plasma seems to favor a southward (negative) field
for the time period of 1998–2005; this south-north asym-
metry is probably associated with the orientation of ICMEs
for a specific solar cycle. Fourth, the most probable state of
the solar wind has vN < 0 and BN < 0, as shown by the
innermost contour; whether there is a solar cycle depen-
dence is yet to be studied.
[15] The trend that BN increases with vN is also shown in
Figure 5. The meridional speed, typical for the normal solar
wind as restricted by 0.9  Tp/Tex  1.1, is binned into 5 km
s1 intervals; averages and standard deviations are then
taken for the meridional speed and the meridional field
magnitude over the bins. A linear trend is apparent up to
80 km s1, and then the data level off. Note that the
majority of the data have |vN|< 50 km s
1 (see Figure 4).
It is not clear whether the flattening effect is spurious or
associated with transient structures in the solar wind. The
overall fit of the data, obtained with a least squares analysis,
gives BN = 0.04vN (km s
1) +1.9 nT. This linear increase
arises from the fact that the field is frozen into the plasma,
Figure 4. ACE measurements of the normalized proton temperature over the meridional velocity and
the meridional field components (in RTN coordinates) for all the solar wind. Bins are smaller in regions
with dense measurements while each bin contains at least 1000 data points. The color shading indicates
the average value of Tp/Tex within the bins. Black contours show the 2-D histogram of the data
distribution at levels of [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9].
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but a field magnitude of 1.9 nT cannot be accounted for by
the meridional flow of the normal solar wind.
3.2. Deflection Ahead of Fast ICMEs
[16] A similar relationship may exist ahead of ICMEs. We
look at sheath regions of fast ICMEs preceded by a shock in
order to exclude the contamination effect of the ambient
solar wind. ICMEs used in the study are from the survey of
Liu et al. [2005]. Events with Tp/Tex  0.5 and na/np 	 0.08
were identified as ICMEs, where na is the density of alpha
particles; the criteria yielded 54 ICMEs with preceding
shocks from ACE data between 1998 and 2005. ICME
boundaries are carefully readjusted by incorporating mag-
netic field signatures. All the shocks upstream of these
ICMEs are fast-mode shocks across which the magnetic
field increases. We do not differentiate between MCs and
non-MC ICMEs, since the deflection flow should occur in
all these sheaths. An interactive program is again used to
select an interval in the sheaths covering the maximum of
the deflection flow close to the ICME leading edge (shock
deflection excluded); averages and standard deviations are
calculated for vN and BN in the selected interval. The sheath
regions are often turbulent, and temperature anisotropy
instabilities may occur as in planetary magnetosheaths
[Liu et al., 2006b, 2007a]. The underlying flow and field
configuration may be blurred by the superposed turbulence
and wave activity. We require that the standard deviations of
the meridional speed and field be smaller than the
corresponding averages. The number of ICMEs is then
reduced to 28.
[17] Figure 6 shows the correlation between the meridi-
onal field and deflection flow in the ICME sheaths. Data for
the MCs used in the curvature study are also displayed. The
meridional flow speed is up to 80 km s1 and can induce a
meridional field of 20 nT, comparable to or even larger
than the field magnitude as often seen within MCs. The
linear correlation coefficient rL is about 0.66 for the overall
data as compared with Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-
cient rS ’ 0.56; the linear correlation coefficient is a
measure of the linearity, whereas Spearman’s correlation
coefficient can quantify the significance of the correlation
by reducing the effect of outlying points. The best fit gives
BN = 0.19vN + 1.5 nT, clearly larger than the solar wind
level obtained above. Interestingly, the field magnitude
when vN = 0 is comparable to the solar wind value, but
the slope of the fit is much larger than the solar wind level
(see Figure 5). Shock compression leads to a large magnetic
field in the sheath region; the meridional field, once created
by the meridional flow, can be enhanced by the field
compression. This effect is similar to the amplification of
the meridional field by converging radial flows perpendic-
ular to the field found byManchester et al. [2005]. Note that
the Wind data near solar minimum are at the lower left
corner of the plot, which may imply a solar cycle depen-
dence of the deflection flow.
[18] Since the deflection flow results from a fast ICME
moving through the solar wind, one may expect that the
faster an ICME travels relative to the ambient medium, the
larger the deflection flow is. The meridional speed is shown
Figure 5. Solar wind meridional field magnitude as a
function of the meridional speed. The horizontal and
vertical bars indicate the standard deviations of the
meridional speed and field within the bins, respectively.
Also shown are the best fit of the data (solid line) and the fit
parameters (text). Only the normal solar wind is included, as
restricted by 0.9  Tp/Tex  1.1.
Figure 6. Meridional field magnitude as a function of the
meridional speed in interplanetary coronal mass ejection
(ICME) sheaths observed at ACE (diamonds) and ahead of
Wind MCs used for the curvature study (filled circles). The
horizontal and vertical bars indicate the standard deviations
of the speed and field, respectively. Also shown are the best
fit of the data (solid line), the solar wind level (dashed line),
the fit parameters and the correlation coefficients between
vN and BN (text).
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in Figure 7 as a function of ICME leading-edge speed with
respect to the ambient solar wind, vre. A linear fit to the
speed profile across the ICME interval is used to estimate
the leading-edge speed; the ambient speed is obtained
typically from the 5 h average upstream of the forward
shock. The linear trend, with rL = 0.62 and rS = 0.50, is
manifest in the data; the best fit is vN = 0.15vre + 19.1 km s
1.
As the meridional field is tightly bound to the meridional
flow, a similar relationship is expected for BN and vre, which
is made clear by Figure 8. We obtain a linear fit with rL =
0.68 and rS = 0.61
BN ¼ 0:05vre þ 3:2 nT; ð2Þ
where vre is in units of km s
1. This expression is in
agreement with the linear fits shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Again, Wind data for the curvature study are also included
and occupy the lower left corner of Figures 7 and 8.
[19] A similar relationship is reported between vre and the
average total field strength in sheath regions of MCs by
Owens et al. [2005]; the gradient is the same as equation
(2), but the intercept at vre = 0 is higher (see Figure 8), so
other field components are not negligible. The correlation
between vre and the total field in MC sheaths is simply an
outcome of compression controlled by the relative speed.
Interestingly, Gonzalez et al. [1998] find a similar correla-
tion (the same slope) between the maximum total field and
the maximum speed within MCs, which seems confirmed
by Lindsay et al. [1999]. Gonzalez et al. [1998] suggest that
this property may be intrinsic to MCs, somewhat related to
CME initiation mechanisms. Owens et al. [2005], however,
argue that it is more likely an effect of misidentification of
the MC leading edge so that part of the sheath was included
in the MC interval.
[20] The empirical relation expressed by equation (2) can
foretell how much of the sheath field is oriented along the
north-south direction if the ICME speed relative to the
ambient solar wind is known. The ambient solar wind speed
at 1 AU can be predicted by merged coronal and helio-
spheric MHD models using measured photospheric fields as
input [e.g., Odstrcil et al., 2002]. Coronagraph images of
CMEs give the CME speed projected onto the sky, which is
shown to be related to ICME speed as vICME = 0.25vCME +
360 km s1 acquired with a quadrature technique that
reduces the projection effects [e.g., Lindsay et al., 1999;
Gopalswamy et al., 2001]. With the observed CME speed
and the predicted solar wind speed, equation (2) gives the sheath
field along the meridional direction. Therefore, the empirical
relation could be useful for space weather forecasting.
4. Summary and Discussion
[21] We combine the MC normal and the upstream
meridional deflection flow to infer the shape of the MC
cross section. Eight of 11 Wind MCs identified for the
curvature study close to solar minimum have a normal
elevation angle inversely correlated with the spacecraft
latitude, indicative of a concave-outward curvature; the
radius of curvature, obtained with a least squares analysis
of equation (1), is 0.2 AU for the eight events (as
compared with 0.3 AU for 11 MCs estimated in paper 1).
This radius of curvature is comparable to the average
ICME radial width at 1 AU [e.g., Liu et al., 2005, 2006a].
An inverse relationship is also observed between the up-
stream meridional flow and the spacecraft latitude for the
8 MCs, which suggests that the plasma right ahead of the
Figure 7. Meridional speed ahead of ICMEs as a function
of the relative speed between ICME leading edge and the
ambient solar wind. Same format as Figure 6.
Figure 8. Meridional field ahead of ICMEs as a function
of the relative speed between ICME leading edge and the
ambient solar wind. The dashed line denotes a fit of B =
0.05vre + 6.4 nT for the total field magnitude B in MC
sheaths found by Owens et al. [2005]. Same format as
Figure 6.
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MCs is deflected toward the equatorial plane, in the way of
MC propagation. Note that the converging flows may not
produce a large accumulation of plasma in front of the MCs,
since the plasma can be deflected laterally in the equatorial
plane and/or jet outward if magnetic reconnection occurs
(see discussion in section 4.2). Two of the remaining events
(on 18 October 1995 and 10 October 1997, respectively) are
likely convex outward, as indicated by both the elevation
angle of the MC normal and the deflection flow. Only one
event (on 15 May 1997) does not show a coherent behavior
in its normal elevation angle and upstream flow deflection,
which may be due to the presence of a high-speed stream
behind the MC.
[22] Owens [2006] examined three MCs near solar min-
imum but did not find evidence of the concave-outward
structure, which he ascribed to a sharp latitudinal transition
from slow to fast wind that produces a flux rope concave
outward globally but convex outward around the equatorial
plane. An important point, missed by this argument, is that
the preexisting heliospheric plasma sheet (HPS, a layer
around the current sheet with increased mass density) acts
like an obstacle and would be the main cause of the
distortion at low latitudes. ‘‘V-arc’’ ICMEs similar to the
picture shown in Figure 1 are observed recently by SMEI
[Kahler and Webb, 2007]. The interaction between CMEs
and the preexisting HPS, as well as the resulting concave-
outward shape which closely resembles the structure shown
in Figure 1, is clearly imaged by SECCHI and LASCO from
the Sun out to several tens of solar radii [Liu et al., 2008].
These coronagraph observations, together with our in situ
measurements of the MC normal and MHD simulations (see
below), provide compelling evidence for the concave-
outward curvature of CMEs/ICMEs.
[23] The deflection flow can also be used to predict the
geoeffectiveness of ICME sheaths. Linear relationships are
observed between the meridional field and deflection flow
in ICME sheaths, between the deflection flow and the
ICME speed relative to the ambient solar wind, and between
the meridional field and the relative ICME speed. On the
basis of a global solar wind view, we show that these
correlations are a consequence of the deflection flow
controlled by the ICME relative speed and freezing the
magnetic field with it. The meridional magnetic field can
thus be predictable from the observed CME speed. A
possible scheme to predict the sheath meridional field is
given based on the derived empirical relationships.
4.1. Comparison With MHD Simulations
[24] We compare the results with MHD simulations of a
CME propagating into a background heliosphere with a
latitudinal speed gradient. Manchester et al. [2004] assume
a specific heating function for the corona to reproduce the
fast and slow solar wind at high and low latitudes, respec-
tively; a flux rope CME is then launched from force
imbalance and gains a final speed of 450 km s1 in the
solar wind. Figure 9 shows a cross-sectional view of the
CME when it is 170 R away from the Sun. The model
predicts a concave-outward curvature with a radius Rc  65
R (about 0.3 AU) near 1 AU, which is consistent with our
estimate. A forward shock is discernable from the speed
gradient and change of the field direction; the flow is first
deflected to low latitude by the shock and then reverses
direction in the sheath to move poleward. The poleward
deflection ahead of the simulated CME is contrary to the
results reported above, but the briefness of shock deflection
as well as the flow reversal agrees with observations.
Figure 9. Cross section of the simulated CME in the meridional plane at 60 h after eruption. White lines
indicate the magnetic field orientation. The color scale shows the meridional velocity (defined to be
perpendicular to both the radial and longitudinal directions in order to compare with in situ data). The
curvature of the CME is illustrated by a circle with a radius of Rc = 65 R, where R is the radius of the
Sun.
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[25] Odstrcil et al. [2004] present MHD simulations of a
density cloud (proxy of a CME) moving in an ambient solar
wind; the ambient solar wind state is constructed by a
coronal MHD model with observed photospheric magnetic
fields as input. The plasma cloud is distorted into a concave-
outward pancake with a radius of curvature 0.1 AU (see
their Figure 2). The distortion would be reduced by the field
tension for ICMEs with embedded magnetic structure but
not significantly since the flow momentum overwhelms the
magnetic force. This model predicts a similar shock deflec-
tion (postshock confluence); the plasma in the density cloud
moves away from the equatorial plane to high latitude, and
as a result the meridional deflection flow ahead of the cloud
cannot be separated from the plasma flow within the cloud
(D. Odstrcil, private communication, 2008). Interaction of
the cloud with a corotating interaction region in this model
also complicates the interpretation. The above two models
indicate that the ambient solar wind state is crucial in
reproducing ICME propagation through the solar wind.
[26] A possibility to resolve the discrepancy between the
observed and predicted deflection flows is that a concave-
outward ICME may be directed to high latitude while
extending to the equatorial plane so that the lower/higher
end is sampled by a low-latitude spacecraft; if the upstream
plasma is diverting around the obstacle, the spacecraft
would see the flow as if it were toward the solar equatorial
plane. In this case the normal elevation angle (d), however,
would have the same sign as the spacecraft latitude (q),
which conflicts with the observed inverse correlation be-
tween these two angles. Therefore, this possibility may not
account for the statistical preference of equatorward deflec-
tion although it cannot be completely ruled out for an
individual event.
[27] Also note that the picture described by Figure 1 is
greatly idealized. The actual solar wind state at solar
minimum is more complicated than suggested here. First,
the solar wind speed minimum is not necessarily exactly at
the heliographic equator for all longitudes near solar min-
imum. When the latitudinal deviation of the heliospheric
current sheet is larger than the spacecraft latitude, interpre-
tation of the relationship between q and d is more compli-
cated. While this effect seems small as indicated by the
observed preference of inverse correlation between q and d,
caution has to be taken when examining individual events.
Second, when the MC axis is not exactly in the equatorial
plane it may be difficult to establish whether the observing
spacecraft is above or below the MC axis. Third, other
features (for example, another ICME) may be present
nearby as an obstacle. All these factors would affect the
determination of the curvature and thus the interpretation of
the deflection flow. Follow-up studies with more events are
needed to further assess the distortion effect on the plasma
deflection. We leave the discrepancy between MHD simu-
lations and our observations of the flow deflection as an
open question.
[28] A closer look at Figure 9 also reveals that the
meridional flows continue well into the flux rope, whereas
there is often a clear discontinuity in the observed merid-
ional flow at the leading edge of ICMEs as shown in
Figure 2. The continuous meridional flow within the sim-
ulated CME seems to be caused by the limited numerical
resolution. Further refinement on the grids is needed for the
sheath region.
4.2. Implications for Sheath Dynamics
[29] If the equatorward deflection is true, antiparallel field
lines will be pushed together by the flow confluence and
magnetic reconnection is likely to occur (see Figure 1). Note
that the magnetic reconnection is along the equatorial plane,
different from the reconnection often seen in the dayside
magnetopause. A reconnection jet may also be driven by the
deflection inflows. Presumably, the upstream reconnection
occurs everywhere along the ICME axis, so the reconnec-
tion jet would extend in the equatorial plane, forming a 2-D
disk. The reconnection jet, if observed, will change our
notion of how an ICME interacts with the ambient solar
wind. The STEREO twin spacecraft are widely separated in
longitude and are optimal for the observation of the 2-D jet.
A search for the conjectured reconnection and jet from
STEREO data is a future work.
[30] The meridional deflection flow also results in merid-
ional magnetic fields, as demonstrated in section 3. Shock
compression yields a large magnetic field and is often
accompanied by converging flows, which can amplify the
meridional field once induced by the meridional flow.
ICME sheaths are therefore a particularly effective region
in producing large meridional fields, which has important
implications for generation of geomagnetic storms.
[31] ICME-driven shocks should bear a curvature similar
to the ejecta. A dimple in the shock surface, resulting from
propagation through the heliospheric plasma sheet, is
studied by numerical simulations [e.g., Odstrcil et al.,
1996] and seems confirmed by in situ measurements of
the shock normal [Burton et al., 1992; J.C. Kasper and
W.B. Manchester IV, Confirmation of equatorial dimples
in solar minimum shock surfaces, submitted to Astrophysical
Journal, 2008]. A lesson from Voyager 1 observations across
the termination shock is that the flux of anomalous cosmic
rays continues to increase across the shock [Stone et al.,
2005], which may be due to a topological effect of the shock
leading to particle reacceleration in the heliosheath (in
addition to shock acceleration). Similarly, velocity shear
and turbulence generated by ICME and shock curvatures
may give rise to a further acceleration of particles in ICME
sheaths.
4.3. Prediction of the Meridional Field Direction
[32] Measuring the CME magnetic field days before
CMEs reach the Earth is central to space weather forecast-
ing but has been lacking. The empirical scheme proposed
here is complementary to Faraday rotation measurements of
the CME field using polarized radio signals [Liu et al.,
2007b]. While the empirical method gives the meridional
field strength in ICME sheaths, the direction of the merid-
ional field still needs to be determined. The sign of the
meridional field would depend on both the interplanetary
field and ICME orientations.McComas et al. [1989] suggest
a draping model with which the direction of the meridional
field can be predicted, given the inward/outward direction
of the ambient radial field and whether the ICME is directed
northward/southward of an observing spacecraft. They
show that, for 13 of 17 events studied, the direction of the
meridional field in ICME sheaths is correctly predicted. As
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discussed above, draping of the ambient field around
ICMEs is tied to the deflection flow, so the draping model
can be used in combination with our empirical scheme in
predicting the meridional field magnitude and direction.
Turbulence andwave activity may overwhelm the underlying
field configuration; a large scatter is also seen in Figure 6.
Therefore, the method has to be used with great caution for
real-time predictions.
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